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O f a k i m

HD | One channel | Sound | 14:47 | Video Installation / movie theater

Israel 2010

--

The film Ofakim forms part of the BaMidbar project, initiated by Joseph Dadoune in 

2008, in order to further the cultural and social life in Ofakim. This project brings 

about the involvement of the local Ofakim community in the various arts media: 

staging, acting, and photography.

One of the main scenes of the film depicts a group of youths and lasses standing 

motionless in a deserted factory. They then move out to landscapes and sites near 

Ofakim: fields cultivated by the Kibbutzim, the Hatzerim and Ze’elim military 

bases, the desert. The youngsters march with a missile in what seems an endless and 

pointless Sisyphean march.

Here, Dadoune aims to draw a cultural and social portrait of the laboring class of our 

times via the story of Ofakim, a town at the peripheral edge of Israel — thus being a 

microcosm of the fragile Israeli reality and of the complex reality of life in this 

threatened area, at the peripheral edge on the desert horizon.

The film was shot in part in the deserted building of the Of-Ar textile plant (Of-Ar: 

Ofakim-Argentina - half the cost of its establishment came from the Israeli state, 

and half from an investor from Argentina). This was designed by architect Rudolf 

Troessler, and was officially inaugurated by the then Minister of Industry and 

Commerce, Pinchas Sapir, in 1961. It’s closure in 1986 marked the economic downturn 

of this unemployment stricken town.

The young actors in this film are already a third generation of immigrants from 

North Africa and India, and a second generation of immigrants from the former Soviet 

Union — the sons and daughters of proletariats, some of whom had worked in Of-Ar.

This group of youngsters underwent a study period of five months, within which it 

participated in trips in the area surrounding the town, a workshop that prepared them 

for taking part in the film with Joseph Dadoune, a master’s class in acting with actress 

Evelyn HaGoel, Yoga classes, lectures, and visiting museums for Contemporary Art.

This film was produced with the intention of emphasizing the cultural, social, and 

environmental landscape of the South,and with the purpose of enhancing the place of 

local culture within the overall Israeli cultural sphere.

Carrying out this project in Ofakim, with the cooperation of its inhabitants, marks 

a vision of a multi-cultural space and of a society that does not turn its back on 

its varied origins, and does not limit itself to present day vogues.





ההקרנה תיערך במערת הפטיש (ליד המבצר הטורקי) באופקים
יום רביעי, 26.5.2010 בשעה 19:00

במעמד מר צביקה גרינגולד, ראש עיריית אופקים

פרויקט במדבר להעצמה תרבותית בנגב 
ועיריית אופקים בשיתוף עם פסטיבל קולנוע דרום, מתכבדים להזמינך להקרנת הבכורה של הסרט

אופקים
בבימוי האמן יוסף ז'וזף דדון ובהשתתפות נוער אופקים

בהשתתפות
דודו רוהקר, חלידה איליאגואב, יסמין מיירספלד, לבנת קוטק, רועי עזרן, שי פרץ, שרית מיירספלד

מועצת הפיס
לתרבות ולאמנות

מתנ"ס אופקיםעיריית אופקים
המכללה האקדמית

מדינת ישראל
משרד התרבות והספורט

פסטיבל קולנוע דרום
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Credits 

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Featuring

Roi Azran

Halida Eliagoeb

Livnat kotek

Sarit Mayersfled

Yasmin Mayersfled

Shai Peretz

Dudu Rohaker

Producer Anna Somershaf 

Cinematography Patrick Doberenz

Editor Yael Hersonski

Sound Nimrod Shalom 

Sound designer Gilles Laurent 

Colorist Dima Lidhov

Production manager Idith Vechter

Camera assistant Moran weissfisch

Technical support Ori Alon

Production assistants 

Stav Amar

Moria Or 

Nofar Ozmo

Shani Shalfman

Catering Cochy Abuharon 

Transportation

Yakov Anidiger

Miki Azulai

Hadar Moritz

Petra tours

Equipment

Moshe Ohayon

Amram Swisa

Yoga teacher Patricia Cohen

Production of "In the desert" project

With the support of:

Sapir College, Sderot

Israel Lottery Council for the Arts

Partnership 2000 program

The Cinema Project, The Yehoshua

Rabinovich Foundation for the Arts

Thanks to:

Sapir College, Sderot 

Avner Fainguelernt

Alon Gayer 

Hagar Saad-Shalom

Air force Museum 

Yakov Terner 

Beni Hazbani 

Erez Dror 

Municipality of Ofakim 

Zvika Greengold

Miri Vaknin

Community center of Ofakim 

Ran Yul

Yifat Amar

Daniel Ori

Special thanks to:

Idit Amihai 

Eyal Assuline

Estee Dinur 

Erez Dror

Keren Erez Asif 

Judith Guetta

Drorit Gur Arie  

Evelin Hagoel

Ninel Koren 

Renen Mosinzon 

Naama Piriz

--

Poster:

Photo Elad Sarig 

Poster desgin The Leagues

installation documentation

The premiere of the film “Ofakim” 

26.05.2010, in the Patish cave in Ofakim 

(Ofakim Park). 

Photo Elad Sarig 



P h o e n i x

HD | 2 channels | Loop | 25:25 

Israel 2010

--

Nature and the desert light that loudly proclaim optimism are in direct contrast to 

the daily hardships of the periphery. Joseph Dadoune actively communes with nature. 

Somewhere between a meditation and a chuckle. An ironic contrast generated by the 

appearance of an old acacia tree and the public housing around it on the town’s edge.





Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Producer Anna Somershaf

Cinematography Patrick Doberenz

Editor Ofir Raul Graizer

camera assistant Moran weissfisch

Colorist Dima Lidhov

Rock climbing instructor Dror Noifeld

Crane operator David Weizmann

Production of “In the desert” project

With the support of:

Sapir College, Sderot

Israel Lottery Council for the Arts

Partnership 2000 program

Thanks to:

Municipality of Ofakim

Jaques Ouzan

Sapir College, Sderot

Avner Fainguelernt

Alon Gayer

Hagar Saad-Shalom



T h e  4  S e a s

4 HD channels | plastic bottle and suitcase | 17:59 minutes | Loop | Sound

2009

--

Inside an Archeology Museum built during the (1930's / 1830's) the thirties of the 

past century, somewhere in the middle east an elegantly dressed western woman roams 

surrounded by Archaeological findings from prehistory as well as the Middle-ages. In 

one of the display halls an unexpected encounter with the feminine personification 

of the East.

Four seas reveal the four corners of the world (Planet) ] by the wind rose. She returns 

(to the) west when in her suitcase she holds an ancient discovery.





Installation For The HD Film “The 4 Seast” 2009

4 HD channels |  plastic bottle and suitcase | 17:59 minutes | Loop | Sound
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--

Featuring Brigitte Argieme (Arglove)

Guest Star Dikla

Hand Michel Teboul

Producer Anna Somershaf

Cinematography Patrick Doberenz

Editor Ofir Raul Graizer

Sound Oleg Kaizerman

Sound designer Dror Shiman

Colorist Dima Lidhov

Graphic design The League

Locations

The Sea of Galilee

The Dead Sea

The Mediterranean Sea

The Red Sea

 

Production of “In the desert” project

With the support of Sapir College, Sderot 

Thanks

Avner Fainguelernt

Alon Gayer

Hagar Saad-Shalom

Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

Special thanks to

Izik Badash 

Tagori (Costume design for Dikla)

To my beautiful love

Jorge Juan Katzenstein, Arglove



H o r i z o n s  —  F r a g m e n t s

6 HD channels | projected on detached screens | 09:18 minutes | Loop | Sound

Israel 2009

--

Six video films are projected within a single closed space, one of which is split 

across two screens.

Ofakim. Documented as it is now, while projecting the emptiness that emanates from 

its dilapidated industrial zone and from the town itself. The deserted cinema hall, 

the deserted factories from the 1980s. Pigeons occupying empty spaces. Echoes of 

unemployment. Supposedly unrelated actions like a male stripper in the middle of the 

factory, trying to appear relevant in this deserted and otherwise irrelevant place.
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Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Cinematography Patrick Doberenz

Editor Ofir Raul Graizer 

Sound Designer Dror Shiman

Colorist Dima Lidhov

The Stripper Tal Lifshin

Driver Eyal Assuline

Production of “In the desert” project

With the support of:

Sapir College, Sderot

Israel Lottery Council for the Arts

Thanks to:

Sapir College, Sderot

Avner Fainguelernt

Alon Gayer

Hagar Saad-Shalom

Special thanks to:

Dalit Arnold

Izik Badash 

Anna Somershaf



I n  t h e  d e s e r t

HD | One channel | Sound | 17:28 | II concrete blocks 30 x 110 cm

2009

--

In the desert landscape between Ofakim and Beer Sheva, a truck with drilling equipment 

arrives, noisily digs two vertical piers in the ground, and departs. A cypress tree and  

palm tree are buried in their entirety in these two vertical piers. It is the exact 

opposite of what one would expect for a place so gravely in need for preservation 

and development. The desert and its oasis are raped, being helpless against the 

drilling and the dumping of two concrete blocks that signify the ultimate symbol 

of modernism.





Installation For The HD Film “In The Desert” 2009

HD film and II Concrete Blooks 30X110 cm



Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Cinematography Patrick Doberenz

Editor Ofir Raul Graizer

Camera assistant Moran weissfisch

Rough Cut Guy Levi

Sound Yohanan Brauschvig

Boom Man Nimrod Shalom

Sound Designer Dror Shiman

Colorist Dima Lidhov

Producer Dalit Arnold

Production Manager Anna Somershaf

Work Manager Eyal Assuline 

Production of "In the desert" project

With the support of:

Sapir College, Sderot

Israel Lottery Council for the Arts

Thanks to:

Municipality of Ofakim

Jaques Ouzan

Sapir College, Sderot

Avner Fainguelernt

Alon Gayer

Hagar Saad-Shalom

Special thanks to 

Estee Dinur 

Keren Erez Asif

Drorit Gur Arie 

Judith Guetta



S i o n  c o u l e u r

sound | 60 min |  color | Super-8 and video transfered to DVD

Video Installation / movie theater 

France | israel 2002-2007

--

Sion/Jerusalem, enacted by actress Ronit Elkabetz, is the main character that sets the 

plot in motion. Visual language combining cinema with art, allegory about Jerusalem 

in the mirror of time, with all the historical events that have left it wounded, low 

spirited and humiliated. The film describes Sion's strategy of survival until its 

yearned for revival.

Primordial landscapes, the Judean desert and the Negev, the sights of the town of 

Ofakim - all these assume a new dimension of power and strength that culminate 

in a political-cultural act formulated through a performance taking place inside 

the Louvre - a powerful institution and the very heart of the Western cultural 

establishment.

Sion presents a cultural vision, and takes a stand regarding the West's approach to 

Sion/Jerusalem, and the latter's status within the West's canonical culture. One of 

the film's peaks is a penetration into the Louvre, during which an act of code-changing 

takes place. In the Levant Wing, devoted to perpetuation of the art of the Near East, 

and wherefrom the traces of her biblical past are absent, Sion/Elkabetz walks in 

royal dress designed by Christian Lacroix, declaring, through her very presence, a 

process of rectification and healing. 

Sion is a real woman, but also a mystical-religious entity and a universal icon 

that embodies a state of mind and a general mindset toward Jerusalem. Sion, where 

the origins of the link between East and West are rooted, expresses the tragedy and 

melancholy which Jerusalem projects onto the world. The film presents a struggle 

between matter and spirit, between East and West, between Judaism and Christianity, 

between the crime and its punishment, and between logic and madness.
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--

Starring ronit elkabetz (sion) 

Featuring

Joseph Dadoune (Bull Demon, messenger), 

Charly Zrihen (amputee)

Technical support

Centre photographique d’ile-de-france 

Camera asaf Korman 

Editor Wayne yung

Costumes (ronit elkabetz)

Christian lacroix, paris

Joseph Dadoune

Make-up azusa Kato

Music reef Cohen

Kamancha mark eliyahu

Sound gilles laurent

Mix thomas gauder

Visual effects sebastian Brink

Rough-cut 

sebastian Brink

adam Zaslavsky

yasmine novak 

The Making of Sion thomas Zoritchak

Stills oliver imfeld

Credits

Director/Script

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

Post-production 

Cité internationale des arts, paris, 

and the guest atelier of the City of 

Düsseldorf, germany 

(as part of an artist exchange with the 

ein hod artist village, israel) 

assistant 

itshak Badashe, laurence saadé 

Drivers

raymond, David shemeshe, francesco

Location

le Jas sainte marie manor house, lorgues, 

france.

the Wadi, Khan ha’ofek ranch, municipal 

landfill, ayad’s Bedouin camp, of-ar 

textile factory, ofakim.

yemin moshe and valley of hinnom, 

Jerusalem.

teqoa, Judean hills; the louvre museum, 

paris.

Production: 

rama production, france With the 

participation of the louvre museum, paris.

With the support of:

yehusua rabinowitz tel aviv foundation 

for the arts, Cinema project; the israeli 

ministry of foreign affairs, Cultural and 

scientific affairs Division.

thanks to:

aurelien llavador, lorgues;

municipality of ofakim: avi asaraf, 

mayor of ofakim, aharon elkabetz, shefa 

Department; Élie Cabessa farm; Zahout 

sewing Workshop ltd., ofakim; Desi & flora, 

Department of Communications, the City 

of Jerusalem; tamar Castelnuovo, gush 

etzion Development Company; marie-laure 

Bernadac, louvre museum, paris; philippe-

alain michaud, Centre pompidou, paris; 

rafi gamzou, the israeli ministry of 

foreign affairs; anita mazor, embassy 

of israel, paris; nathalie giraudeau, 

Centre photographique d’ile-de-france; 

mordechai omer, tel aviv museum of art; 

rinat aboulafia, Chantal helenbeck, 

uri amitai, nadia Bouzid, elisabeth 

Bonnel, simone f. Brunau, margol guttman, 

pauline guélaud, Catherine Derosier-

pouchous, Jean gismondi, olivier taieb, 

Jérôme taieb, Benoît llavador, francine 

lutenberg, Cyril mouret, Karin rauers, 

original Cachou, paris, roi Kuper

--

installation documentation:

Sion: A cinematic trilogy 2007-08, 

Curator: Drorit Gur Arie, Petach Tikva 

Museum of Art, Petach Tikva.

Photo: Avraham Hai, Pini Siluk



B u n k e r  B u s t e r

HDV | 3 Channels | Loop | 23:35 Min

Greece 2007-2009

--

"Bunker Buster" refers to the American bomb Buster, able to penetrate concrete 

six meters deep and ground to thirty meters. The installation of Joseph Dadoune 

includes a black and white high definition video, twenty two minutes long, that 

was shot entirely in the War Museum of Athens. In this project the artist invited 

Alexia in a conversation-action that combines fragmented speech, singing, movement 

and improvisation, elements that cause new "abstractive" situations in a shifted 

"other" space-time, with an interactive catalytic character of the release of primal 

characteristics and behaviors. The work records the triadic projective relationship 

of intellectual, natural and architectural space of the individual (individual space, 

emotional space, work space, space of the Museum), the white internal room (white 

cube) in relation to the space of the dictator/master.

In the internal atrium of the Museum two individuals wander and act: The feminine 

presence (Alexia) with her face covered by a handmade woven mask/shield of hair (the 

only opening of the mask is that of the mouth) utters speech and voice while the 

artist (Joseph Dadoune) personifies multiple roles: dictator, crazy man, child. Their 

relationship is ambiguous. 

The primary feminine entity with her robotic dimension is identified with the essence 

of the bomb buster, it "penetrates" multiple levels in the intellectual space of the 

dictator/child, it crosses the successive spaces/rooms/corridors while simultaneously 

like the ancient golem prohibits every movement of entry.

A complex oedipal relationship is established between the two entities/spirits. 

Wandering in the space they avoid each other, they are met without ever meeting. The 

monstrous entity suddenly places the crazy dictator’s hand on her belly, a point 

of reference to fertilization and the power of woman’s nature, able to penetrate 

"enchantingly" in the system of power of authority and in the hierarchical relationships 

of the imposition of power of authority in the current social and political reality, 

a thought that occupies the multidimensional work of Joseph Dadoune over the last 

few years. This dangerous contradictory sharp-edged relationship of avoidance 

and simultaneous penetration is strengthened by the transcendental schizophrenic 

situation of the "blind" artist/dictator (his eyes are voluntarily covered) who 

crosses the space enclaved in a reflected space-time of wandering, of confinement, 

of terror and of an agonizing search of catharsis.
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Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Discussions

Joseph Dadoune

Alexia Vassiliou

The feminine presence with 

her face covered by a handmade 

woven/mask shield of hair: 

Alexia Vassiliou

The dictator crazy man, child

Joseph Dadoune

Director of photography

Philippos Koutsaftis

Assistant director Luke Hughes

Camera operators

Michalis Bouris

Stephanos Koromilas

Light Philippos Koutsaftis

Photographic assistant Camilo Nollas

Sound engineer Alexis Ghikas

Technicians Lazaros Karagiannis

Editing M.S.Brink

Music composed by Joseph Dadoune

Poster A/R/P

Crew

Wardrobe Sultan, Paris

Hair design Joseph Dadoune

Assistant 3D design Valentine de Priester

Hair design and execution Fatima

Make-up Mary Ann Anagnosteli

Still artist Kostas Vazeos

Still artist assistant Pepe

Curated by Dr. Sania Papa

Production organized by:

Katerina Papadopoulou

Produced by track7, Athens

Lodging Hotel Cecil

©Joseph Dadoune & Track 7, Athens



S i o n  n & b

Silent | 11 min | b&w | 16 mm film converted to DVD | Video Installation / movie theater 

France 2006 

--

The action takes place in the Louvre Museum. Ronit Elkabetz, the actress, appears as 

the allegorical embodiement of Jerusalem. The camera follows her as she is walking 

in the Department of the Levant. She is clad in black and carries a flag of the same 

color. Jerusalem - both queen and godess - is at the same time this woman in exile, 

empoverished and exhausted by the wars of men who have been fighting and colonizing 

her body for centuries. She wanders in the Louvre Museum in search for visual objects - 

either religious or biblical - left by the civilisations who physically occupied 

her and who disappeared now. But she cannot find any sign of herself, of her body 

throughout this wandering. Jerusalem finds herself at the crossing of two galleries 

where different symbols of the West are gathered. She is victim of violent acts 

performed by a strange dark shape. A king with his servant brings her a magnificent 

dress: now Jerusalem leaves off her exile plight. 

The scenes shot in the Louvre were conceived as performances during the shooting. The 

narrative stemmed from those different performances in 16mm. The reappropriation of 

the silent film genre generates a metaphysical dimension here: this acts as a break 

with the present time.

This short-film, especially conceived for the auditorium of the Louvre Museum, is 

based on the rushes of the film Zion. It was shot in the section of the Levant and in 

the French and Italian galleries of paintings.
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Credits

Written and Directed

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

Starring: ronit elkabetz (sion) 

Director/Script/editor:Joseph Dadoune 

Featuring: Joseph Dadoune (King), Charly 

Zrihen (amputee) 

Camera patrick Doberenz

Assistant editor aymeric françois

Hebrew font and additional costumes: 

Joseph Dadoune

Graphics sebastien Brink

Costumes (ronit elkabetz)

Christian lacroix, paris

Make-up azusa Kato

Production assistant laurence saadé

technical support 

Centre photographique d’ile-de-france 

Post-production

Cité internationale des arts, paris

Location 

louvre museum, paris, 24 January 2006 

richelieu Wing, Khorsabad courtyard 

(northern iraq); egyptian antiquities 

Wing Denon Wing: Collection of european 

painting, mid-13th century - mid-19th 

century.

Production: rama production, France 

With the participation of:

the louvre museum, paris 

With the support of:

the israeli ministry of foreign affairs, 

Cultural and scientific affairs Division 

Thanks to: 

Marie-Laure Bernadac 

Philippe-Alain Michaud 

Nathalie Giraudeau

Rafi Gamzou 

Anita Mazor

Chantal Helenbeck

Nadia Bouzid

Elizabeth Bonnel

Pauline Guélaud, 

Catherine Derosier-Pouchous

Jean Gismondi, 

Francine Lutenberg

Cyril Mouret 

--

Installation documentation

Sion: A cinematic trilogy 2007-08, 

Curator: Drorit Gur Arie, Petach Tikva 

Museum of Art, Petach Tikva, Israel 

Photo : Avraham Hai

--

The Winners for 2008 The Ministry of 

Culture and Sport, Prizes in Art and 

Design, Curator : Galia Bar Or, Museum 

of Art, Ein Harod, Israel

Photos: Elad Sarig



C h a n t i

Video | II Channels | loop | 30 min 

Israel | Greece 2005-06 

 

--

Chanti is projected simultaneously on two screens placed back-to-back.

The pictures and sounds incessantly switch between the screens, forcing the viewer 

to physically-sensorially experience the dichotomies and contradictions presented 

in it, while constantly moving between the projections which prevent viewing the 

entire picture at one time.

This film explores systems of attraction-rejection toward the body, as well as power 

and authority relations between different types of masculinity.

He addresses Western stereotypes and their fictions concerning the sexual “nature” 

of Mizrahi masculinity and the latter’s social construction as an embodiment of 

the other; a product of fantasies, passions, and anxieties - masculinity which is 

perceived as primitive, brute, and violent.

The main scene in Chanti features a brutal, humiliating, violent male ritual, thrice 

repeated: a band of dark skinned musclemen abuses a lean youth whose upper body is 

exposed. They lay him down, touching and pulling his body organs, blowing/ejaculating 

puffs of thick cigarette smoke at his face to the point of stupor in a sexual act 

of passion and loathing between victimizer and victim, which grows more and more 

violent, a near-rape with a homoerotic dimension.

Dadoune thus converses with gender images of political correctness and with macho 

rituals and initiation rites prevalent in Israeli military culture. Nature takes part 

in the oppression, and the desert scenes become loud, vociferous, contrast to which 

it generates its official discourse. “Zionist phallic masculinity is constituted 

through the force of exclusion of the queer, the (homo)eroticized Mizrahi and the 

Palestinian male ‘others’.'' 

Thus, through the physical and sexual perspective in recurring rituals, Dadoune 

addresses mechanisms of power, domination and subordination, exploring arrays of 

authority and obedience.
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Credits

Director/Script/editor

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 

--

With:

Christodoulos panayiotou

Featuring

Ayad

Thomas Zoritchak

Oliver Imfeld

Nikos Varitimiadis

Thanos Stokas

Charis Pallas

Panos famelis

Camera

asaf Korman

oliver imfeld

thomas Zoritchak

Assistant editor tomy laszlo

Location

ofakim, israel

Kodra Camp, Kalamaria, greece

teqoa, Judean hills

Production 

Joseph Dadoune & rama production,France

With the support of:

yehoshua rabinowitz tel aviv foundation 

for the arts, Cinema project

The israeli ministry of foreign affairs, 

Cultural and scientific affairs Division

Ofakim municipality 

Apollonia, european art exchanges- 

strasbourg

ArtBoX, thessaloniki 

Thanks to:

Tamar Castelnuovo

Gush etzion Development Company 

Dr. Sania Papa

Edmond

Eli Cabessa

Maria Kenenidou

--

Installation documentation:

Sion 

A cinematic trilogy 2007-08, Curator 

Drorit Gur Arie, Petach Tikva Museum of 

Art, Petach Tikva

Photo Avraham Hai



U n i v e r s e s  C o n c e r t

Video | color | 65 min | Cité internationale des arts

Paris 2004

--

 

Guest reef Cohen

Pianist emile Blondel

“my head split,” part I

Composer reef Cohen

adaptation Joseph Dadoune

toccata, adagio and fugue in C major 

Composer Johann sebastian Bach Vinyl

performance Joseph Dadoune

“my head split,” part II

Composer reef Cohen

adaptation Joseph Dadoune

Kol nidre prayer From: 

music of the Bible, old hebrew songs 

lászlo sándor with the Chamber orchestra 

and Choir of the hungarian state opera 

house; arranged and conducted by iván 

patachich 

Vinyl performance and choreography 

Joseph Dadoune

prelude, op.1 

Composer K. szymanowski

The Book of fears, a personal Diary read by: 

Joseph Dadoune 

“if the fall is heavy,” “exposed,” 

“my head split” Composed and performed 

by: reef Cohen 

actor Joseph Dadoune 

Video documentation emmanuel michot

With the support of the israeli Ministry of 

Foreign affairs, Cultural and Scientific 

affairs Division

Concert/performance

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 
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U n i v e r s e s

HD | One Channel | sound | 60 min | Video Installation / movie theater

Israel-France 2000-03

--

Universes is a self-portrait with mindset flickers; forms, colors, textures, and 

sounds that do not obey a narrative frame; an experiential-physical road movie 

that progresses into a mental world with a regularity of its own. Universes become 

interwoven - worlds devoid of spatial or temporal landmarks, fusing reality and 

illusion: Europe, the Middle East, Judaism, Christianity, Zionism, war, superstition, 

periphery and center. An assemblage of still photographs, subjected to a unique 

scripting process, outlines a route of motion in them to generate slow moving images, 

a seismograph of consciousness. Silent pictures are replaced by scenes with Dadoune’s 

enchanting voice singing, citing biblical verses and excerpts from his personal 

diaries, occasionally interrupted by a raw staccato scream, and then again - a silent 

echo; the scenes flow like the waters of a dark river, like pure poetry. The picture of 

the desert margins is taken in long shot, containing the static space as a backdrop, 

inviting the spectator to a meditative experience, into the realms of imagination 

and synesthesia. One must delve in, plunge into the boundless and indefinite chaos, 

in similar manner to observation of color-field paintings aspiring to the sublime. 

A scratched record plays a lament. Dadoune’s naked body is dragged through a field 

like a rag, cast away by two men. The meaning of this cruel ritual is elucidated in 

the artist’s voice, reading out the punishment of a rebellious and stubborn son from 

Deuteronomy (21: 18-21): stoning, social ostracism of the non-normative and cursed. 

This is how Universes begins; one picture chases another: in one - the scream of the 

body parting from the soul, followed by the scream of a woman in labor, as birth, 

death, and rebirth are incarnated in the following scenes in a paradise of fantasy 

and femininity before the sin, before consciousness. Dadoune sprinkles self blame, 

torment, wallowing in pain, in cycles of self-destruction. He condemns himself to a 

contemptible death in public, on all fours like a wild animal, copulating and rolling 

in the thorny desert soil, standing against the backdrop of Sodom, the biblical city 

of sin, dressed like a bride with a calf’s head in his hand, wavering on the border 

line between masculinity and femininity, between sanctity, passion and demonism, 

which recur incessantly in his next films.
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Director/Script/Music/Vocals

Yosef Joseph Dadoune 
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Featuring

reef Cohen

marion moricon

haïdée heury,

robin de Courcy

anonymous

Director of photography michel Coen

Video editing sebastian Brink

Sound Cirm, nice; Jorge gonzalez, miami

Post-production

Daniel azoulay gallery, miami;

aaa production, nice;

sebastian Brink

Translations Jason Benizri, edith halimi 

Location

villa arson, nice (2000); the negev desert, 

the small Crater, and the Dead sea (2001); 

old City of safed, safed Cemetery, mount 

meron, banana plantation in Caesarea, 

hadera power station (2002); 

the negev monument, Be’er sheva Cemetery, 

Ben-gurion university of the negev,

Be’er sheva; 

the artists’ studios, tel aviv; 
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Cabessa’s farm, ofakim;

unauthorized dump on the border of the 

ramat aviv gimel neighborhood, tel aviv 

(2003) 

Production mercaba pictures

With the support of:

alliance israélite universelle, paris; 

french embassy, tel aviv; institut 

français, tel aviv; 

Dudu Dotan fund, tel aviv; 

fondation du Judaïsme français, paris; 

vision future,nice;

sitkovsky foundation, paris; european 

association for Jewish Culture, paris

thanks to:

serge sobczynski, french embassy,

tel aviv; 

Daniel lefort, institut français,

tel aviv;

irit lillian, israeli embassy, paris; 

amir rozenblit, Ben gurion university 

of the negev, Be’er sheva;

Be’er sheva municipality; varda genosar, 

the artists’ residence, herzliya;

alaplage artist Collective, toulouse; 

lalo papier, paris;

a. Journo, eli Cabessa, patricia & israel 

Cohen, arnaud maguet, maryline m’gaides, 

Jean-marc réol, J.J. Chobard, Daniel & 

georgette De azoulay, miami
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installation documentation:

Universes, Galerie Martine Aboucaya

2007, Paris
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Contact:

josephdadoune@gmail.com

www.josephdadoune.net
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